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ABSTRACT

84 liquidators of consequences of Chernobyl APS accident from the age of 28 to 58 were
examined. The control group was made with 22 men from the age of 28 to 52. A certain
increase of infringement of a transparency of lens without typical attributes of radiating
cataract is revealed in the experimental group. Electrophysiological investigation (EPI) shows
a certain reduction of amplitude of a wave "a" of macular electroretinogram (ERG) on green
stimulus, amplitude of a main component and lengthening of an interpeak time interval of
flicker ERG 10 Hz is revealed. These changes indicate the tendency to reduction of functional
activity of a retina (first of all at a level of photoreceptors) in paramacular and in a smaller
degree in peripheral zones among liquidators. The parameters of contrast sensitivity are
definitely reduced in the experimental group for all stimuli on all spatial frequencies. Luminous
and colour sensitivity to stimuli of different colour in the experimental group is definitely
reduced in all central field of sight, but in paracentral zone the degree of reduction is higher.
We investigated the parameters of oxidative stress in both groups. Definite increase of
production of the reactive oxygen species and disbalance of a glutathione link of antioxidant
protection are revealed. Authentic correlation dependences are revealed: moderate direct
correlation - between a level of glutathione reductase and amplitude of a main component of
flicker ERG 10 Hz, between a level of oxidized glutathione and interpeak time interval of
flicker ERG 10 Hz, inverse correlation - between the level of oxidized glutathione and
amplitude of a main component of flicker ERG 10 Hz. In view of large spontaneous activity of
free radical processes in a retina in norm the received results can explain revealed changes of
an organ of vision.

INTRODUCTION
The medical rehabilitation of people, who had taken part in the liquidation of consequences of
accident of Chernobyl APS occupies a very important place today. A big number of
publications is devoted to the investigation of organ of vision among the mentioned categories.
The analysis of literature shows that the majority of authors used first of all the methods of
evaluation of morphological condition of the eyeball structures (ophthalmoscopy, skiascopy,
biomicroscopy and others). To evaluate the functions of organ of vision, as a rule, there were
used classical, but at the same time sufficiently rough methods of the diagnostics (visomerty,
perymetry and others) [1].
At the same time, within the last years the leading Russia's specialists in radio biology, clinical
radiology and radiation hygiene formed the new outlook on pathogenesis of post-Chernobyl
pathology. The factor of increased radiation load is not the only one in shaping of pathological
conditions, observed among the liquidators [2]. The liquidators were subjected to the influence
of the unique complex of extreme stress-producing factors: physical and chemical, informative,
semantic. Aggravating circumstances are the impossibility of sensory control and retrospective
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estimation of the damaging radiation degree, as well as the chronic character of the long term
psycho traumatic factor in post accident period. The rehabilitation period coincided in time
with radial social transformation in the country, with also become an aggravating factor [2].
Combination of mentioned factors leads to infringement of some important regulation systems
in the organism; it forms the negative background for the somatic pathology development. One
of the universal mechanisms of forming such pathology are free radical processes, initiated in
the organism by so called reactive oxygen species [3]. Free radicals are constantly generated in
the human body and are necessary for some biological processes. Hyperproduction of free
radicals or antioxidant depletion, however, may be a reason of oxidative cell damaging. All cell
components lipids, proteins, carbohydrates can be damaged by free radicals. It provokes
serious disorders in their structure and functions. The liquidators even 10 years after the
accident demonstrate free radicals hyperproduction and high level of oxidative destruction of
macromolecules [4].Thus, the reason for pathogenesis of various diseases among the
liquidators is the influence of the whole complex of unfavorable factors of the radiation
accident, including the joint radiation and non-radiation components. As a result there develop
pre-clinical, pre-morbid functional disorders of organs and systems in the organism. A lot of
material on that was published in the literature of non-ophthalmological subject. Concerning
the organ of vision, we must mention that no research in this respect was found in the literature
available to us. In this connection, besides generally accepted diagnostics methods for
examining liquidator's organ of vision we included into a complex of examination a number of
functional, objective and newest psycho physiological methods notable for high sensitivity. In
the organ of vision the risk of free radicals damage is extremely great [5]. The eye tissues are
uninterruptedly subjected to the action of light, capable of provoking free radical processes.
Membranes of retina are rich in unsaturated lipids and thiol-containing proteins receptive to the
free radicals attack. Retina is a tissue intensively supplied with air and blood, which creates the
particular prerequisites for activations of free radical processes. In connection with obvious
significance of free radical processes in the development of pathology among the liquidators
and particularities of retina molecular structure we defined a number of parameters of oxidative
stress among patients.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We examined 71 liquidators in 1986-1989 at the age from 28 to 53, who did not produce any
complaints about vision. Control group consisted of 22 sound persons at the age from 28 to 50
We included only men in both groups. Individual absorbed dose by dose registration cards in
the experimental group was within the limits of 0,56 to 125 cGr. We used the following
diagnostic methods: table visometry, classical perymetry, table color sensitivity testing,
refractometry, biomicroscopy, ophthalmoscopy, EPI: hanz-field ERG, macular ERG on the red
and green stimulus, flicker ERG to frequency 10 Hz and 30 Hz; computer tangent screen
perymetry of central eyeshot (IBM-based program «Ocular»): luminous and color sensitivity
testing; contrast sensitivity to achromatic and color stimuli (IBM-based program «Zebra»);
parameters of free radicals system in blood: levels of superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, reduced
and oxidized glutathione, glutathione reductase, superoxide dismutase.

RESULTS
Visual acuity with correction in both groups was not below 40/50. Ametropia was not over 5
diopters. Neither in the experimental, nor in the control group was revealed any changes of
eyeshot, pathology on the eyeground, infringement of color vision. Infringement of vitreous
transparency in shape of initial or moderate destruction was revealed equally often in both
groups. Infringement of lens transparency had the most initial nature and did not influence
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visual functions. But change frequency in lens among liquidators was definitely higher, than in
the control group (p<0,001).
At the analysis of EPI we estimated 18 parameters. The liquidators had authentic reduced
wave A amplitude of macular ERG to green stimulus (P<0,001), reduced wave B amplitude
(P<0,01) and prolonged interpeak interval between A and B waves (P<0,01) of flicker ERG 10
Hz.
Program «Ocular» allows to study topography of sensitivity of retina in the central area (20
degrees from the fixing point). Study is conducted monoculary. Colour stimulus of increasing
brightness is presented behind gray background in different points of screen. While determining
thresholds of luminous sensitivity a patient fixes a moment of finding of stimulus. While
determining thresholds of color sensitivity a patient fixes a moment of making out the stimulus
color. We used three stimulus colours: red, green and blue. We estimated differential
thresholds of physical brightness of stimulus in different areas of central eyeshot: Thresholds in
the group of liquidators are definitely higher while presenting all color stimuli in all areas, but
in the paracentral zone in greater degree. Gray screen background with brightness 1 cd/m2

ensures mesopic conditions for suppressing functions of rode system. Various differential
thresholds while presenting different color stimuli both in experimental, and in control groups
confirm a three different cones systems participation (red, green and blue) in the perception of
chromatic objects brightness. Thresholds of color sensitivity are definitely higher among the
liquidators to red and blue stimuli. Difference between experimental and control groups while
presenting a green stimulus is unauthentic.
Achromatic and color contrast sensitivity we study by means of program "Zebra". Sinusoidal
grids with the frequency of 0,5 to 22 cycles/degree were presented on the monitors screen.
Totally 12 spatial frequencies were researched. The program allows to close pattern by the
screen rising from below. Patient fixes a moment, when he stops making out a structure of the
grids. Contrast sensitivity among liquidators is definitely reduced on all spatial frequencies
while presenting red and blue patterns. Maximum reduction is observed in the field of medium
and low spatial frequencies. In the field of high spatial frequencies reduction is smaller, but
authentic. While presenting achromatic and green patterns the reduction of contrast sensitivity
had the same character, but in the field of high spatial frequencies a difference was unauthentic.
Correlation analysis did not reveal dependence of investigated parameters of organ of vision
from individual doze load.
Estimation of free radical parameters shows, that liquidators have a considerably increased
level of basal production of reactive oxygen species (level of basal superoxide (p<0,001) and
of basal hydrogen peroxide (p<0,01)), exhausted reserves of their generations (level of
stimulated superoxide (p<0,001) and of stimulated hydrogen peroxide (p<0,001)) and
disbalance antioxidant system in the first place on the level of thiol-disulfide metabolism
(increased level of oxidized glutathione (p<0,05), reduced level of reduced glutathione
(p<0,001) and of glutathione reductase (p<0,05)).

DISCUSSION
Analysis of results of EPI allows to draw a conclusion on authentic reduction of
electrobiological activity of retina among liquidators first of all in paramacular zone. To a
lesser extent is oppress the activity of retina on peripheral zone. The changes of electrogenesis
are revealed on the level of photoreceptors in paramacular zone (reduction of wave A
amplitude of macular ERG to the green stimulus), on the level of bipolars in paramacular and
peripheral zones of retina (reduction of wave B amplitude of flicker ERG 10 Hz), as well as on
the stage of intemeuronal interactions between photoreceptors and bipolars (a prolonging of
interpeak time of flicker ERG 10 Hz). Infringement of retina activity in macular zone by means
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of EPI is not revealed.
Methods of threshold sensitivity estimation by means of program "Ocular" reveal an
oppression of retina functions both in macular, and in paramacular zones. But in paramacula
degree of oppression is considerably higher.
Oppression of contrast sensitivity in the field of medium and low frequencies is typical for
dysfunction of retina in paramacular and peripheral zones accordingly. These data correlate
with results of preceding methods.
Correlation analysis of functional infringement of vision with changes of free radical processes
has shown the following definite moderate correlation ties
• direct ties - between the level of glutathione reductase and wave B amplitude of flicker

ERG 10 Hz (correlation coefficient 0,57, significance level 0,004);
• inverse ties - between the level of oxidized glutathione and wave B amplitude of flicker

ERG 10 Hz (correlation coefficient -0,58, significance level 0,008);
• direct ties - between the level oxidized glutathione and interpeak interval A-B of flicker

ERG 10 Hz (correlation coefficient 0,63, significance level 0,003).
Increase in contents of oxidized glutathione and shortage of glutathione reductase tell of
exhaust in the glutathione metabolism mechanisms. Reduced glutathione is a donor of thiol (-
SH) groups for reparations of protein structure, damaged by the free radicals influence.
Rhodopsin in retina is one of protein, containing SH-groups. Changes in glutathione
metabolism and correlation ties, found by us, can be among the possible reasons of
infringement of the functions of organ of vision, which we revealed in liquidators. Finding out
other reasons requires further deep studies of this problem and is a perspective goal of our
research.

CONCLUSIONS:
1. Sub-clinical reduction of functional of organ of vision is revealed among the liquidators.
2. Reduction of functional parameters of organ of vision is stipulated by oppression of activity
in paramacular and to a lesser degree in peripheral retina zones.
3. Reduction of functions of retina among liquidators has no dose dependence.
4. Reduction of some functional parameters of organ of vision among liquidators correlate with
parameters of free radical processes of organism. Disbalance of glutathione link of antioxidant
system in blood, revealed among liquidators, can be one of the reasons of changes of the visual
functions.
5. It is possible to suppose that revealed shifts of functional parameters of organ of vision
among the liquidators appear as a resulte of influence of complex of unfavorable factors of
Chernobyl accident, which have both radiation, and non- radiation nature.
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